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Introduction


Where are we now?



Views of others



So what about paperless transactions?



Who is doing what?



What about the legal scene?



The good, the bad and the impossible dream



How can trade finance cope?



Where is trade finance going?
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Where are we now?


The Fintech sales pitch - it is a business which involves paper-intensive processes
which can be helped



With digitised documents, DLT could help improve the efficiency and accuracy of the
workflow by making the entire transaction history and its collateral information more
transparent



It will speed up processes



More importantly, they say it could help reduce the risk of fraud through the use of
forged documents and the double or multiple presentations of invoices



Is that right?



Do we have all the answers?
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Trade Finance-–The “Old Fashioned Way”
Why Have This?
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One Possible Blockchain-enabled Future
When We Can Have This:
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What Might That Future Look Like
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Another view
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Another view
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Benefits for Trade Finance of digital trade
Single source of truth on a distributed ledger



›

Records of processing, storage of data, and non paper records would be more accurate and reliable

›

The costs of developing, maintaining and operating multiple proprietary systems are therefore removed

Improved operational efficiency for all parties in the ecosystem



›

Eliminates need for complex reconciliation or trusted centralized counterparties and third parties

›

Faster transaction processing time



Greater comfort for liquidity providers to finance transactions.



Facilitates asset transfer
›

Improves established ways of recording and transferring ownership and value

Fraud prevention - KYC and AML programs
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More Benefits for Trade Finance


Transaction documents linked and accessible through blockchain can be reviewed and
approved in real time reducing time to initiate shipments



Financial institutions facilitating trade finance through an electronic platform would
no longer require a trusted intermediary to assume risk, eliminating the need for
correspondent banks



Regulators can be provided with a real-time view of essential documents to assist in
enforcement and AML activities



So what are we waiting for?
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What is real progress like?
Evolution or Revolution



›

Doing something better or quicker

›

Doing something different?

How are market participants looking at these developments?



›

Enthusiastic

›

“Over my dead body”!

›

Somewhere in the middle



How are key decision makers looking at digital trade?



What does the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) have to say?



Following slides borrowed from them (with permission)
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DIGITAL TRADE ROADMAP
Digital Trade in Financial Services
A Communication Tool for Policy Makers
VERSION 1.0

The Roadmap for Digital Trade in Financial Services
WHY

WHO

do we need a roadmap?
•
•

•

Digitalisation of trade involves a
complex set of stakeholders
Collaboration between all
stakeholders* is indispensable:
o to automate trade
o to enable more inclusive
access to finance
This roadmap provides concrete
steps to help enable global digital
trade

WHAT

is the target audience?
•
•
•

are we asking you to do?

The primary target audience is
government officials
All stakeholders* are messengers
This roadmap provides guidance on
whom to engage with, whether
government departments, NGOs, etc.

•
•

To understand the issues and the
steps required to solve them
To advocate national
governments about:
o Specific legislative changes
to pass
o Specific infrastructure to
establish
o Customs (and related)
processes to adopt
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*government, industry and key trade bodies such as ICC
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The Roadmap for Digital Trade in Financial Services
TODAY
HEAVILY PAPER-BASED
PROCESSES
Four billion documents
circulating in the trade system
LIMITED ACCESS TO FINANCE
US$1.5 trillion trade finance
gap persists
OUTDATED LAWS
Legal uncertainty regarding
acceptance of digital trade
documentation (eDocs), etc.
NO STANDARDS
Lack of standardized wording
and/or formatting
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NEXT FIVE YEARS
WE NEED TO:
DIGITISE THE FLOW OF
INFORMATION IN TRADE
REDUCE THE COST OF CAPITAL

UPDATE AND ALIGN LAWS AND
REGULATIONS

DEVELOP DIGITAL STANDARDS

FUTURE
AUTOMATION
Digital clearance, trading,
reporting, and KYC processes
INCREASED FINANCIAL
INCLUSION
Cost of finance attainable
to all stakeholders
REVISED LEGAL FRAMEWORK
Use of data and electronic
documentation only
INTEROPERABILITY
BETWEEN SYSTEMS
Seamless trade flows
between different
technology platforms
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GOVERNMENT: 8 steps for unlocking national digital trade

Update Legal
Infrastructure
1. Require digital export documentation
Require Certificates of Origin, Bills of
Lading, Phytosanitary and other Certificates
to only be provided in electronic format
2. Accept digital import documentation
Accept verifiable electronic documents (or
data) across all government departments
globally
3. Adopt electronic transferrable
records
Adopt UNCITRAL model law on electronic
transferable records
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Simplify
Bureaucracy

Fulfill Trade
Obligations*

4. Support the WTO ecommerce agreement
Advocate for a high standard outcome that
promotes and enables digital trade

7. Customs bureaucracy
Fulfill WTO Trade Facilitation
Agreement (TFA) obligations

5. Work with regulators to reduce capital
allocation for trade finance
Collaborate in building an evidence-based
regulatory regime

8. Food import safety
Fulfill UNFAO IPPC obligations

6. Promote a national single window
Particularly as a mechanism to standardise
documents for import and export
* Specific to signatories of these agreements only
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INDUSTRY: 5 steps for unlocking national digital trade

Participate in
Digital
Solutions

Participate in
Digital Solutions

1. Documentation reform
Accept digital rather than paper-based
documents

2. Internal system updates
Update internal systems to support digital
documentation needed in the cross-border
processes

Pilot
New
Pilot New
Technol
Technologies
ogies
4. Test pilots
Test new technologies and solutions
5. Deliver new solutions
Provide solutions that are cheaper, faster,
and more accessible for all stakeholders

3. System integration
Integrate internal systems for digital
documents with those used by customs and
banks
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ICC: 7 steps for unlocking national digital trade
Prepare
for New
Technologies

1. Develop and maintain an open set of
smart industry contracts and automated
rules
2. Choose trade corridors and industries
with which to prioritise pilots

Develop Rules
& Standards

3. Modernise digital rules and standards for
traditional trade finance
4. Introduce new digital rules and standards
for trade finance

Increase
Collaboration
with Non-Bank
Stakeholders
7. Establish a forum to allow for industry
input into ongoing rules discussions
Including corporates, fintechs, shippers,
insurers, alternative providers of trade
finance, WCO, WTO, UNCITRAL, regulators

5. Establish a repository of best practices to
promote
paperless trade
6. Build a global digital trade standards
initiative
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Paperless trades - are we there yet?


Streamlining of trade/trade finance



Use in supply chain
›

Invoices

Use of Electronic Platforms



›

Different purposes



eLetters of Credit



eBills of Lading



eWarehouse Receipts



eBills of Exchange and ePromissory Notes



What issues and risks?
›
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Does use of edocs help or hinder?
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Trade Finance Ecosystems


Some predict that technological developments in documentary trade finance could
boost bank revenues by as much as $2 billion and increase trade volumes by over $1
trillion



Technological developments are currently focused on cost reduction initiatives
through digitalisation and automation, predominantly by using DLT, and alternative
lending options



Ecosystems like Marco Polo, WeTrade and Voltron are essentially members’ clubs
that bring together various corporates and financial institutions. These ecosystems
allow applications that target specific trade and supply chain finance activities to be
built into them



Banks are hedging their bets by partnering with several different ecosystems
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Trade Finance Ecosystems – some examples


Marco Polo completed its first proof of concept in February 2018 and has conduced
multiple live pilot deals, such as the recent trade deal executed by Alfa-Bank and
Commerzbank using DLT between a Russian Steel company and a German metals
engineering corporation



Standard Chartered recently completed its first LC transaction through Voltron in the
oil industry



The Government of Singapore is developing its own ecosystem, Trade Trust, which
they say aims to: (i) provide a seamless and efficient flow of goods between digitally
interconnected trading partners; and (ii) reduce the inefficiencies and complexities
of cross-border trading resulting from the use of paper documentation, such as bills
of lading
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Targeted Solutions by Fintechs


A large number of fintechs are building products that can integrate into ecosystems



There is currently a “pandemic” of receivables platforms but not all platforms are
focused on receivables
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›

One company automates the review of paper based trade finance documentation through
the use of OCR to read, scan and structure paper-based information digitally and then
combines machine-learning, AI and natural language processing to create intelligent pattern
recognition and verify regulatory compliance

›

Another uses blockchain smart contracts to enable digital collaboration across the multiple
parties involved in international trade through real-time access to shipping data and
shipping documents, including IoT and sensor data ranging from temperature control to
container weight. They say it helps reduce fraud, errors and the time products spend in
transit and in the shipping process and improves inventory management and ultimately
reduces costs
32863

Where are we on legal issues?
Technology ahead of legal developments
There are developments




›

Happened

›

In progress

›

Needed

Electronic documents are being used



›

Could be used more

›

Issues include signature, delivery – resolved or not?

Responsibility for paperless trades



›

Who will take this?

Consider legal developments
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Legal Landscape


Things have happened



Conventions, treaties and model laws
›
›
›
›
›

UN Convention on use of Electronic Communications in International Contracts 2005
UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce 1996
UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Signatures 2001
UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Transferable Records
English law developments on electronic signatures

Is this complete?



›

No?

Rules of international organisations (eg. ICC)



›
›
›

e-UCP
e-URC
URDT

Other developments
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So where are we “legally” in the UK?
Is all this compatible with existing law?
If not, how to address issues
What is missing?
Where are we going?
Here is the good, the bad and ….
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Legal Statement on Cryptoassets and Smart Contracts


The UK Jurisdictional Taskforce (a body under the UK LawTech Delivery Panel) released the legal
statement on cryptoassets and smart contracts on Monday 18 November 2019



A cryptoasset is defined by the rules of the system in which it exists. It is typically represented
by a public key (holds information regarding ownership, value and transaction history) and
private key (confers practical control over the asset), broadcast to a network and added to a
digital ledger (used to keep a reliable history and prevent double-spending)



Identifiable, novel characteristics of cryptoassets include:
›

Intangibility

›

Cryptographic authentication

›

Use of a distributed transaction ledger

›

Decentralisation

›

Rule by consensus (proof of work or proof of stake)

The taskforce did not look at cryptocurrencies
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Cryptoassets as Property


The taskforce looked at whether a cryptoasset could be property



Whether English law will treat a particular cryptoasset as property will ultimately
depend on the nature of the assets



In general
›

Cryptoassets have all of the indicia of property

›

Their novel features (intangible/cryptographic/use of DLT etc.) do not disqualify them

›

The fact that they are pure information and may not be classified either as things in possession or things
in action does not disqualify them



Therefore, cryptoassets are to be treated under English law in principle as property



The owner of the private key will generally be held to be the legal owner of the
cryptoasset
26
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Cryptoassets as Property – some issues
You can take security as a mortgage or equitable charge over a cryptoasset
Since cryptoassets cannot be possessed (as they are intangible), they cannot
be the object of a pledge, a lien or a bailment and also generally cannot be
classified as a document of title under current law
Classifying cryptoassets as property under English law will likely (and was
intended to) have far-reaching consequences in relation to






›

Property relating to succession on death

›

A liquidator’s rights in a corporate insolvency

›

The vesting of property in personal bankruptcy

›

Relevant fraud and theft regulations

But …
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Smart Contracts
An English law contract exists when



›

Two or more parties have reached an agreement

›

With an intention to create a legal relationship by doing so

›

And have provided each other with a benefit (consideration)

The working group have said that a smart contract is capable of satisfying
these requirements and therefore capable of having contractual force
The contractual obligations may be defined by computer code or the code
may merely implement an agreement whose meaning is found elsewhere
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Smart Contracts - some more issues
English law does not struggle with the concept of
anonymous/pseudonymous parties contracting or those who are part of a
club and, therefore, can deal with bilateral smart contracts or those
structured around decentralised autonomous organisations
A statutory signature can be met by using a private key intended to
authenticate a document
“In writing” (if so required) can be met if recorded in source code
Therefore, you can create a legally valid, binding and enforceable smart
contract
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Electronic Signatures – eIDAS Regulation


English law has allowed for the use of electronic signatures since July 2016, when the
Electronic Identification, Authentication and Trust Services Regulation (eIDAS) came
into effect, but only relatively recently have we seen market moves for their use



eIDAS confirms that an electronic signature should be treated the same as a wet-ink
signature provided it meets the following:
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›

It is uniquely linked to the signatory

›

It is capable of identifying the signatory

›

It is created using software that the signatory can, with a high level of confidence, use under
his sole control

›

It is linked to the data signed so that any subsequent change to the data can be detected

32863

Electronic Signatures


A number of companies (e.g. DocuSign) provide such electronic signature services
and are recorded on a EU wide register



Recent trends show that more and more businesses are becoming comfortable with
signing documents electronically, using software such as DocuSign



An EU initiative are currently looking into and will report on how well eIDAS is being
applied in member states
›

Comments on the roadmap have been received

›

The public consultation is upcoming (this is supposed to take place Q4 2019) with a view for
commission adoption during Q2 2020

In the UK, the courts appear to be taking a wide interpretation om the use of
electronic signatures and the intention to create a legal contact
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Electronic Signatures – Courts approach
Neocleous v Rees [2019] EWHC 2462 (Ch) - an automated email footer/signature
generated containing the name and contact details of the sender (a solicitor)



›

It was the intention of the parties at the time of correspondence for the transfer of land to
take place and the use of an automated signature did not prevent that intention

›

The sender had used the words “Many Thanks” before the footer, showing an intention to
connect his name in the footer with the contents of the email

›

In contrast to a previous case, the name and contact details were positioned at the end of
the document, in the convention style of signature

The court held that there was a legally valid and binding contract and awarded
specific performance of the contract
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So if it is all so simple…….
A key issue is to apply all this to trade finance
Some of the solutions fall down at the legal hurdle to specific documents
and concepts
Consider the specifics
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Electronic Bills of Lading?


Under English law a bill of lading can be a document of title (or equivalent)



The law does not recognise an electronic bill of lading as having the same legal effect
as paper bills of lading



For an electronic bill of lading to be legally and commercially effective, it must be
unique, secure and held by one holder at any given time



At the time of transmission the transferring party must relinquish their status as
holder of the bill and the current holder must be put in the same position as the
original holder



This can be achieved through contractual arrangements - electronic bills of lading
can be used if you sign up to a club and their rules (such as Bolero or essDocs), but
only when dealing with other members of the club



Need to change the law



One solution - adopt UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Transferable Records
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Electronic Warehouse Receipts?


English law does not recognise warehouse receipts as documents of title or
electronic warehouse receipts



General issues that are holding the process up
›

Costs of establishing new legal, regulatory and trading infrastructure in emerging economies

›

Development and adoption of technologies

›

Some have done it

LME Shield



›

A central electronic register providing off-warrant commodity receipts

›

Covering 11 commodities in 19 countries and 11 US states with approved warehouses and storage
facilities

›

But – requires you to be part of its club and rules

One solution - adopt UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Transferable Records
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Other Jurisdictions - Uganda
Under Ugandan law
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›

If designated by the Uganda Warehouse Receipt System Authority, you can have both
negotiable and non-negotiable warehouse receipts

›

The legislation currently allows for electronic warehouses receipts to be created, transferred
and cancelled

32863

Other Jurisdictions - Ghana
Under Ghanaian law
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›

Warehouse receipts in Ghana are not negotiable

›

Ghana has no specific legislation for warehouse receipt financing

›

Draft regulations are in place in respect of warehouse receipts

›

The main system for the registry of security interest in financing against the receipts is that of the Ghana
Grain Counsel (GGC)

›

The Ghana Commodities Exchange has recently launched an EWR programme

›

GGC has established a regulated warehouse receipt system under the law of contract

›

GGC acts as a certification and regulating agency

›

Members of the GGC should abide by the rules and regulations for the warehouse receipt system

›

Manual warehouse receipts and EWRs are used under the GGC Warehouse Receipt System, which are
transferable among participants

›

Low internet penetration, stability and distribution continue to be impediments to a reliable electronic
system in Ghana particularly that a significant number of warehouses are located in remote areas
32863

Other Jurisdictions - Ethiopia
Under Ethiopian law
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›

Warehouse receipts are described under The Civil Code of Ethiopia as “receipts and vouchers” and under
the Commercial Code as “warehouse goods deposits certificates”

›

Provisions in respect of warehouse receipts under both codes are not complete

›

Proclamation No.372/2003 (Proclamation) in respect of warehouse receipts came into force in 2003 to
complement the codes

›

Under the Proclamation, EWRs have the same status as paper warehouse receipts

›

Warehouse receipts under the proclamation can be negotiable or non-negotiable

›

EWRs have been introduced for the first time by Ethiopian Commodity Exchange (ECX), established in
2007

›

ECX has internal rules governing the electronic system (issuance, transfer etc.), which are not fully
compliant with the Proclamation

›

EWRs are issued by the ECX Central Depository and are transferable and negotiable

›

A limited number of banks have signed up for the ECX warehousing system

›

The Proclamation has not been properly implemented in Ethiopia
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Other Jurisdictions?
Under US law



›
›
›
›
›

Warehouse receipts in the USA are regulated by the United States Warehouse Act 1916, amended by the
Grain Standards and Warehouse Improvement Act of 2000 (Act)
EWRs for all commodities are authorised by the Act
The Act authorises the Secretary of Agriculture to license warehouse operators. Warehouse operators
that apply for license must meet the US Department of Agriculture standards (USDA)
USDA issued regulations implementing the Act
Four EWRs providers have been approved by the Farm Service Agency of the USDA

Under Indian law



›
›
›
›
›
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EWRs are regulated by the Warehousing Development and Regulatory Authority (WDRA)
WDRA was established under the Warehousing (Development and Regulation) Act 2007 which introduced
the negotiable warehouse receipt system
Negotiable EWRs were launched in September 2018
EWRs are exclusive to warehouses registered with the WDRA
The EWR system is an ecosystem and has two repositories
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Electronic Negotiable instrument


The legal statement on cryptoassets and smart contracts decided that a cryptoasset
is not capable under English law of being a bill of exchange or promissory note under
the Bills of Exchange Act 1882



The working group concluded this is due to a long standing principle of English law
regarding delivery and possession. In order for this to be displaced, a change in law
would be required



The taskforce believe that this will need to be by way of legislation rather than
through judicial interpretation



One solution – adopt UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Transferable Records
(December 2017) - recurring theme. It has currently solely been adopted by Bahrain



Consider other systems
›
40

Geneva Convention on Bills of Exchange 1930 might have a different conclusion
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What to consider for digitalised transactions
– where the law is
Applicable law



›

What is the applicable law for the arrangement? How is this law enforceable, particularly in
decentralised, unrestricted, or cross-border arrangements

›

What is the legal basis of the arrangement’s rules, procedures and processes?

›

To what extent are there valid, binding and enforceable contractual arrangements established between
participants, including in cross-border scenarios?

›

If an asset is constituted in digital form on the DLT ledger, what is the legal basis of the asset in digital
form?

Rights and obligations
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›

What are the rights and obligations of the participants under the arrangement?

›

How are these rights and obligations enforced? Are the rights and obligations known and understood by
all participants?

›

Under what conditions can the rights and obligations of the participants be challenged? What is the
mechanism for challenging the rights and obligations in the arrangement?
32863

What else to consider for digitalised
transactions – using contracts
System accountability and responsibility



›

Who is liable if something goes wrong with the arrangement? If there is no central administrator that is
liable, what is the dispute mechanism for liability issues?

Enforceability
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›

How does the arrangement set and enforce its rules, procedures and contracts, including who is involved
in the setting and enforcement? How does the arrangement enforce its rules, procedures, and contracts
across borders, where relevant?

›

Cannot be prosecutor, judge and jury or can you?

›

How effective are the arrangement’s tools to enforce its rules, procedures, and contracts in a timely
manner? Would these tools be held up in a court of law? What would be the practical legal, financial,
and business impact if these tools were not effective or not valid in a court of law?
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Solving Key Legal Challenges
Is it still easier to devise a contractual solution?
The following key challenges need to be addressed:
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›

Choice of law and jurisdiction

›

Requirement for paper and traditional signatures

›

Transfer of rights (both contractual and property)

›

Contract formalities

32863

Contract is a solution
Reality is that contracts work well
Current systems use “club” or members to protect arrangements
Can be dealt with by “smart contracts”





›

“Click” and agree

Collect physical documents later
Collect physical commodity – but how?
The above may need to hold good until wholesale changes to legal systems
BUT progress is being made
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What could be Revolutionary?
The whole supply chain to work electronically?
Trade finance of all or part of the supply chain works electronically?
Use of A.I. to write contracts?
Finally “kill all the lawyers”?!
But remember the goods are physical!
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The way forward?

Need to protect against fraud risk and cyber attack



›

Arguments that this can be done

Need to protect against attack by Regulators



›
›

KYC, AML etc
When will Regulators be onside?



Deal with the above to optimise trade opportunities



Simplify financing tools



Have everyone on board
›

Customer (seller and buyer), financer, service providers and most importantly Regulators



Problems solved?



Get the law change right or use contracts



More to come …
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Sullivan: your award-winning resource for
Trade & Export Finance
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Geoffrey Wynne
Partner
Geoffrey Wynne is head of Sullivan & Worcester’s London office and also head of its Trade & Export Finance Group. He has extensive experience in banking and
finance, specifically trade and structured trade and commodity finance. He also advises on corporate and international finance, asset and project finance,
syndicated lending, equipment leasing and workouts and financing restructuring.
Geoff is one of the leading trade finance lawyers and has advised extensively many of the major trade finance banks, multilateral financers and companies
around the world on trade and commodity transactions in virtually every emerging market including CIS, Far East, India, Africa and Latin America. He has
worked on many structured trade transactions covering such diverse commodities as oil, nickel, steel, tobacco, cocoa and coffee. He has worked on warehouse
financings in many jurisdictions and advised on how to structure involving warehouse operators and collateral managers. He has also advised on ownership
structures and repos for commodities and receivables financings.
Geoff sits on the editorial boards of a number of publications and is a regular contributor and speaker at conferences. He is also the editor of and contributor to
The Practitioner’s Guide to Trade and Commodity Finance published by Sweet & Maxwell and A Guide to Receivables Finance, a special report from TFR
published by Ark.
Geoff has been recognized as the only UK lawyer included in the Trade Finance section of the UK Legal 500's all new UK 'Hall of Fame.'
Trade & Forfaiting Review (TFR) honoured Geoff with the TFR Fellowship Award in its 2017 TFR Excellence Awards.
Sullivan & Worcester UK LLP
Tower 42
25 Old Broad Street
London EC2N 1HQ
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T +44 (0)20 7448 1001
F +44 (0)20 7900 3472
gwynne@sullivanlaw.com
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Awards & Recognition
The Legal 500 UK, 2020
Sullivan is ranked in Tier 1 for Trade Finance by The Legal 500 UK, 2020
Partners Geoffrey Wynne, Simon Cook and Mark Norris are listed as Leading Lawyers for Trade Finance
by The Legal 500 UK, 2020
Sullivan is also ranked for Commercial Litigation by The Legal 500 UK, 2020
Trade Finance Magazine “Best Law Firm of the Year” 2019
Trade Finance Magazine named Sullivan “Best Law Firm of the Year” at its Awards for Excellence, 2019
Global Trade Review “Best Trade Finance Law Firm” 2019
Global Trade Review (GTR) named Sullivan “Best Trade Finance Law Firm” in the GTR Leaders in Trade Awards 2019
Trade Finance Global
Sullivan was awarded “Best Trade Finance Law Firm” 2019 by Trade Finance Global
Chambers UK, 2019
Chambers UK, 2019 ranks Sullivan in its Commodities: Trade Finance (UK-wide) listing Partners Geoffrey Wynne
and Simon Cook are Ranked Lawyers in Tier 1 and Tier 2 respectively by Chambers UK, 2019
The Legal 500’s all new UK “Hall of Fame”
In 2018 Geoffrey Wynne was included in the Trade Finance section of the Legal 500’s all new UK “Hall of Fame”
TFR Fellowship Award 2017
Trade & Forfaiting Review (TFR) honoured Geoffrey Wynne with the TFR Fellowship Award in its 2017 TFR Excellence Awards
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Offices
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London

Tel Aviv

Washington, DC

One Post Office Square
Boston, MA 02109
(617) 338-2800

ZAG/Sullivan
Beit Zion
41-45 Rothschild Blvd
Tel Aviv 6578401
+972.3.7955555

Sullivan & Worcester UK LLP
Tower 42
25 Old Broad Street
London EC2N 1HQ
+44 (0)20 7448 1000

New York

1633 Broadway
New York, NY 10019
(212) 660-3000

1666 K Street, NW
Washington, DC 20006
(202) 775-1200

sullivanlaw.com
@sullivanlaw
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